
SITE PREPARATION GUIDE
4. REMOVE ANVIL & INSERT DRILL 5. DRILL

Insert the drill sleeve/obturator assembly into the joint so that the 
obturator is in contact with the cartilage surface & centred 
directly above the defect. 

Remove anvil.

Attach surgical drill handle & insert drill 
into the drill sleeve.

Drill into the defect site until the drill meets the end of the drill sleeve.

Note: The built in safety stop ensures required depth is not exceeded 
during drilling.

Remove all instruments from the joint.

1. INSERT DRILL SLEEVE 3. IMPACT DRILL SLEEVE IN PERPENDICULAR POSITION

Using the outer depth rings as a guide 
impact the drill sleeve to a depth of 
4mm & check perpendicular alignment.

Further impact the drill sleeve to 8mm
Tip: Internal depth markings can also be 
used to check positioning & alignment. 

Caution: Perpendicular positioning of the drill sleeve to 
the articular surface is a critical step in this procedure.

3a. 3b.

2. REMOVE OBTURATOR AND INSERT ANVIL

IMPLANT DELIVERY GUIDE (Saturate-Load-Embed)
1.SATURATE 2. LOAD 3. EMBED

Fully hydrate the implant through the hydration port with sterile saline or autologous 
blood products

Caution: Provide adequate time for complete hydration to activate the spring back 
property of the implant (2 mins).

Push the plunger to load the instrument/compress the implant in the delivery tube.

Caution: The instrument must be loaded outside the joint as quick loading may be 
affected by the opposing arthroscopic fluid pressure. 

Insert the delivery tube & ensure that the 
embedding nose is fully seated at the base 
of the prepared defect site.

The spring back characteristics of the implant 
will provide an interference fit and the implant 
should sit flush with the articular surface.

Slide the red trigger fully forward to lock and embed the implant 
firmly into the defect site. 
Slowly retract the device. 

EXTERNAL TO JOINT EXTERNAL TO JOINT INTERNAL TO  JOINT
2 mins


